
 

 

Transitioning to Select from the TYSA Academy Program 

 

Next Fall will be an exciting year as the U12s make the transition from the Academy Program (U9-U12) 

to the Select Program (U13 and above).   There are several notable changes when players move to 

Select.  A number of these changes are outlined below so that you and your player are prepared for this 

exciting transition in their soccer development.   

Field Size: This is the most obvious difference for players and parents.  The U12s play on a field that is 

about 80x50. U13 plays on full-size regulation field that is approximately 120x80; each club’s fields will 

somewhat vary. This is nearly double the size of the field they currently play on.  

Ball Size:  They will now use a full size 5 ball.  

Players:  The play format will change from 9v9 to 11v11.  Rosters are limited and most coaches will only 

take 14-18 players per team (more on this below). 

Other noticeable changes: The level of competition is generally tougher, speed of play and physicality 

could be increased, and with a larger field size conditioning will play a SIGNIFICANT role in their 

individual and team success.   There is now full implementation of the FIFA rules, so there may be less 

leniency and players could be carded more frequently, and a red card would mean sitting out the rest of 

that current game and the next game.  There could be more practices or longer practices (coach 

dependent).  Travel may be a bit further too. While most Southeastern Clubs Champions League (SCCL) 

clubs are in the Metro Atlanta area, there are teams in Columbus, Athens, Rome and Birmingham, 

AL.  The SCCL is growing, so new clubs could be added.  

Outlined above are some of the more notable game play changes, but there are differences to how we 

run the teams too. Parents, much of this will pertain to you, so please read carefully. If you have any 

questions reach out to your coach, the team manager, or club administrators.  

Tryouts – All players must try out at two of the three offered days.  All clubs offer tryouts on the same 

dates with those same requirements so that players cannot shop around too much. If your player is not 

physically at tryouts, they cannot be selected. This is an SCCL rule. However, vacations happen, so if your 

player is going to miss tryouts, arrangements can be made for them to be assessed the week prior (no 

early decisions/offers will be made). Please register as usual for tryouts, then contact Terry Joyner at 

terry@tysa.com if an early assessment is needed.  
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Offers – Offers (and rejections) will begin going out the Friday after tryouts. Notifications will be sent to 

the primary email address listed in your player’s TYSA account so be sure it is accurate.  You will have 

two days to accept your player’s position. If you do not accept, or do not respond in those two days then 

the spot goes to the next player. If you wait to respond, then your player may not have a spot on the 

team as all roster space could be filled. This is standard practice by all clubs.  Additionally, a late 

acceptance may incur a late fee of $100. Clubs must declare the number of Select teams they will have 

shortly after tryouts, so it is imperative that TYSA learn the number of teams they will form as soon as 

possible. While rosters may not be 100%, a club will not declare a team if they do not have the minimum 

number of players the coach requires.  Therefore, it is important that you accept quickly so that TYSA 

can move to officially form the team.  

Roster Sizes – In Academy all players were pooled together and could move between the 

Gold/Green/Black teams each week, sometimes playing on multiples teams in a single weekend. For 

Select, the rosters are set and there is no movement between teams. Whatever team a player is 

selected to is where they will remain for that year. Coaches will typically take 14-18 players.   

No Guaranteed Spots – Just as the name indicates, Select is selective, and returning players are not 

guaranteed a spot on the team, regardless of how long they’ve played in the TYSA Academy program.  

Placement depends on the number of players trying out, the skill level of those players, the number of 

players the coach wants, who accepts, and the number of teams TYSA can form.  

For example, there are 20 players are at tryouts, but this is not enough to form two teams and too many 

for one team. The coach will only take the 14-18 players they feel are suited for the team.  If 30 players 

tryout then TYSA could form a Gold and Green team, if the minimum number for two teams accepts.  

Competition Level – SCCL has six levels of play, P-Club (only applies to a handful of clubs), P1 – P5, with 

P1 being the top teams, and P5 the lowest. Once teams are formed and rosters set, the Executive 

Director and the team coach will request the team be placed on one of those 5 levels. Understand that it 

is arbitrary, but they will do their best to adequately place the team in the appropriate competition 

level.  At the end of each season, the top 2 teams are promoted to the next level. Conversely, if the 

bottom 2 are relegated to the next lower level for the following season. Relegation is not necessarily a 

bad thing. It means the competition level was too high, so this is meant to even things out so that teams 

can have an enjoyable and competitive season.  

Scheduling – TYSA does not schedule the games; this is completed by the SCCL. If a Select game is 

cancelled, then it will need to be made up as teams are required to play all their planned matches. This 

is because scores are reported, and team rankings are important in the Select Program for appropriate 

rankings and competition.  A make-up game could be over a weekend, or a weeknight.  

Fees – They are a bit higher than Academy. TYSA tries to be competitive with our pricing, but in Select, 

referees are more qualified, thus they cost more. Additionally, there are increases in coaching costs, 

travel, and insurance.  

Separate Teams – Each team (Gold/Green/Black, etc.) are individually managed. Each team has their 

own roster, coach, and team manager. Their practice schedule may be different than the friends on the 

other team(s), and their game schedules will also be different.  

Player Availability – Players should be available for practice and games each week.  Unlike the Academy 

Program with pooled players, a set roster means players need to be available for matches and 

tournaments.  Injuries, vacations, and life events do happen, so there are some limited rules about 

having guest players.   However, this is not meant to be used as an option for coaches to use to fill out 

the roster every week.   

 



 

Frequently Asked Questions 

How do I accept or decline my player’s offer? 

If you receive an offer to join the team, you will need to log into your account at www.tysa.com and 

click on the “Accept/Decline Position” button next to your child’s name. If you have decided not to 

accept the position, we ask that you let us know your decision through this process. To accept your 

child’s invitation, sign the waivers (please read them carefully) and make your payment. You will 

have the option to pay in full or sign up for a payment plan. Upon completion, you will receive a 

confirmation email. If you do not receive confirmation, your acceptance has not been received. 

Notify Terry@TYSA.com if you run into any issues during the acceptance process.  

Is there financial assistance available? 

For your convenience, TYSA offers a Payment Plan which divides registration fees into monthly 

installments. If you feel you need additional assistance, you may apply for aid. We ask that you 

submit your application prior to tryouts so that we may offer the aid at the time of player 

commitment. Funds are limited, so please apply early at 

https://tinyurl.com/TriumphPlayerAssistance.  

What if my player is not selected, or a team does not form? What are the options? 

TYSA will do everything possible to form a team so that those selected and accepted into the TYSA 

Select program will have a team to play on.   In the rare event that a team does not form, then your 

player is free to find another club to join.   

If your player was not selected, then keep working!  Perhaps they just had a bad tryout, or the coach 

made a mistake in judgment.  Rec is still a wonderful program. Games are still competitive and 

played against other neighboring clubs, but the play will not be as demanding as Select.  Even still, it 

is a great place to enjoy playing soccer and to continue to hone your skills for the next tryout 

session.  

However, if you are still looking for a competitive Select team then you can reach out to area clubs. 

While rosters will need to be set in a timely manner, teams can still add to their rosters if their coach 

wishes. So, reach out to other clubs as they still may have roster space.  

My player currently plays on a Gold team, is that were they will play in Select? 

Team placement depends on who tries out, the position they play, and how the coaches feel about 

their ability to handle the level of play the coach is hoping to achieve.  

What is SCCL? 

SCCL is the Southeastern Clubs Champions League. The purpose is to offer an elevated level of 

competition for local players and clubs.  It is the league the TYSA Select program is affiliated with for 

the purposes of scheduling, insurance, and competition.  To find out more, visit 

www.southeasternccl.com 

Do Select Teams compete in the same tournaments as the TYSA academy? 

Yes and no.  The Executive Director and the team coach will select the tournaments the team will be 

competing in throughout the year.  Some tournaments are Academy only, so our Select teams 

would not be able to join those. The Triumph Cup, the Tennessee Invitational, and the Warner ASG 
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(Tallahassee) tournaments are open to both Academy and Select teams, so there is likely to be 

overlap for these. 

I’ve seen ECNL and MLSNext at area clubs. What are those and does TYSA offer this? 

ECNL and MLSNext are competition levels within Select soccer.  ECNL (Elite Club National League) is 

considered some of the highest levels of competition play in youth soccer.  MLSNext is another 

league and is also considered an elite level of competition.  Many clubs that have ECNL and/or 

MLSNext teams are also part of the SCCL. Currently TYSA does not offer any ECNL or MLSNext 

teams, however this does not mean that our teams do not play at these high levels.  We have Select 

teams that routinely beat ECNL and MLSNext teams in match play and during tournaments.  


